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“[M]ost legislation is fathered not by parties but by minority groups, and these groups maintain their pressure without ceasing.”1

I
INTRODUCTION: LOBBYING AND TAXATION IN AMERICAN DEMOCRACY

Tax-collecting and lobbying may not be the oldest professions in the world, but both surely are strong competitors for next oldest. This universality—in both time and geography—attests to the essential roles taxation and lobbying play in all types of societies. Taxation’s ubiquity occurs because, in the long run, it provides governments the surest stream of necessary revenues. Lobbying’s universality derives from the human desire to obtain benefits from those in a position to bestow such favors. When the benefit directly affects a person’s wallet—as taxation surely does—the incentive to lobby is immense.

In the United States, tax lobbying is nearly irresistible because both taxation and lobbying hold special places in American democracy and the American psyche. Anti-tax sentiment has deep-seated historic and mythic ties to American conceptions of democracy, liberty and patriotism.2 The link began with cries of “No Taxation without Representation” at the nation’s birth and remains strong today. Further strengthening the anti-tax and patriotism bond is the belief that taxes destroy federalism. Lowering taxes, in this view, starves the twin-headed beast of centralization and bureaucracy and prevents the federal government from stepping into unconstitutional state functions. Another link is a common belief that low taxation spurs that most American of traits and goals—individual enterprise and economic growth.

Lobbying, like taxation, has an American twist. Commentators as far back as Tocqueville have noted that Americans, more than other nationalities, organize
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1. Frederick Lewis Allen, Behind the Campaign, 173 HARPER’S MAG. 470, 470 (June 1, 1936).
politically because they hope to convince the people of their own views and then govern in “their name.” 3 There are numerous ways to influence legislation: legal or illegal; open or hidden; direct—appeals to legislators—or indirect—through shaping public opinion. No matter its form, organized special interest activity—the nub of lobbying—is still at “the heart of what is most distinctive about democracy in America.”

Lobbying is so fundamental to American democracy that the First Amendment enshrines its core components—the ability to speak one’s mind and associate with other similarly inclined individuals. In theory, interest group lobbying promotes the healthy marketplace of ideas necessary to a functioning democracy. For example, lobbying—at least theoretically—not only improves legislation by raising issues from various perspectives, but also ensures that everyone has the opportunity to be heard.

Lobbying, however, can also undermine democracy. Lobbyists can distort the legislative process by exerting undue influence. One of the most pernicious aspects of lobbying is that often neither legislators nor the public know they are being lobbied. They are unaware that they are presented with biased information or misinformation, under the guise of objective fact, or subtly guided by skillfully persuasive materials and speakers. Americans have long tried to limit this dangerous downside of lobbying through a variety of mechanisms such as restricting financial contributions to political action groups and regulating lobbyists. Congress has evidenced its ongoing concern in numerous investigations of lobbying and through repeated legislative attempts to regulate lobbyists and restrict political financial contributions.

Taxation provides fertile ground for lobbying. Tocqueville confirmed this when he used the contentious tariffs in the 1830s as an example of his belief that “the liberty of association for political purposes is unbounded” in this country. 6 Earlier, in Federalist Paper No. 10 James Madison commented that “there is, perhaps, no legislative act in which greater opportunity and temptation are given to a predominant party to trample on the rules of justice [than in taxation].” 7 This ability of the majority to inflict crushing financial burdens on the minority through taxation means that it is especially important to protect the rights of the minority to be heard on tax issues. Yet this clash of interests often results in the minority using class-based rhetoric about “soaking the rich” rather than rationality to oppose tax legislation. 8 The reality of tax legislation shows that

6. TOCQUEVILLE, supra note 3, ch. 12.
7. THE FEDERALIST NO. 10 (James Madison).
8. See, e.g., Pollock v. Farmer’s Loan & Trust Co., 157 U.S. 429, 596 (1895) (Field, J., concurring)
lobbying by a powerful minority can lead to tax legislation furthering their interests, not the majority’s. The repeal of the estate tax in 2001, however temporary, is an instance of this phenomenon.9

By the early twentieth century, lobbying in America had expanded and changed significantly. More lobbying occurred because government had expanded and now reached more people. New types of groups began to lobby. These groups were organized by common beliefs and ideologies rather than by traditional principles of vocation or geography. All types of lobbyists began placing great emphasis on indirect means to influence legislation. Rather than just contacting legislators, they now also focused on shaping public opinion and motivating voters to pressure their representatives to vote certain ways.

Lobbying also changed because new knowledge and technology created infrastructure that allowed lobbyists to reach and influence more people more effectively than ever before. By the early twentieth century, industrial and technological advances had transformed the mass media, just as it had radically changed most other aspects of American life. Lobbyists could reach the public through newspapers, periodicals, and even films that had national reach. By the mid-1920s, commercial radio existed, creating eager listeners in homes throughout the country. Lobbyists used the radio to sell their views just as advertisers did.10 They also used the same modern advances in psychology and the art of persuasion to do so. This ability to persuade—or manipulate—the public was further enhanced by the growing concentration of media outlets by national chains.11

The ubiquity of the mass media in general and the radio in particular had both positive and negative implications for democracy. On the positive side, educational programs, political speeches, and debates were broadcast nationally and government dispensed information.12 On the negative side, as two experts

10. The first national broadcasting system, NBC, was organized in 1926. By 1927, 23.6% of American households owned radios. By 1930, 45.8% did, and by 1935 practically everyone did. Paul Starr, The Creation of the Media: Political Origins of Modern Communications 354 (2004).
11. Id. at 398.
12. E.g., Educational News and Editorial Comment, 40 SCH. REV. 641, 647 (1932); Geddes W. Rutherford, Radio as a Means of Instruction in Government, 27 AM. POL. SCI. REV. 264 (1933). The "You and Your Government" series of lectures was broadcast in the 1930s by the American Association of Political Science, National Advisory Council on Radio in Education and the National Municipal League.
stated in 1933, “the presence of a communication system so all-pervading should lead to its use for the deliberate control of individual behavior.”\textsuperscript{13}

Many scholars believe opposition to the Underwood Tariff Bill of 1913 marks the start of modern lobbying concerns.\textsuperscript{14} President Wilson called for an investigation of the large, “insidious” lobby that opposed it.\textsuperscript{15} Some claimed that the powerful special interests were an “invisible” government.\textsuperscript{16} As Senator Lee S. Overman (D-NC) noted, the tariff lobbying differed from “old-fashioned lobby in that it worked through an artificially created public sentiment.”\textsuperscript{17} Rather than using “personal appeals” to Senators like old style lobbyist, the “new lobby . . . is an organized activity to mold public sentiment and bring pressure to bear on Senators from every quarter. It is insidious to the extent that these publicity campaigns are often misleading, and are often based upon misrepresentation.”\textsuperscript{18}

By the mid-1920s Congress was extremely concerned about lobbying’s manipulation of the public and undue influence on legislation. In 1924 alone it conducted, in the words of the New York Times, a “blizzard” of “investigations”—including on topics still investigated today, such as the Veterans Bureau, stock exchange practices, Soviet propaganda, and immigration.\textsuperscript{19} The New York Times claimed at least twenty-six ongoing investigations—although a few months later Time Magazine listed only eleven ongoing investigations.\textsuperscript{20} Investigations of the partisan administration of the Bureau of Internal Revenue were also contemplated and the investigation of the Mellon tax plan propaganda was authorized, although it never occurred.\textsuperscript{21}

Lobbying to repeal the estate tax in 1927, however, did lead to renewed efforts to regulate lobbying and to a major Senate lobbying investigation in 1929.\textsuperscript{22} No legislation resulted, but one focus of the investigation was tax

\textsuperscript{13} Malcolm M. Willey & Stuart A. Rice, Communication Agencies and Social Lives 212 (1933).
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\textsuperscript{22} Lobby Investigation: Hearings Before the Subcomm. of the S. Comm. on the Judiciary, 71st Cong. (1929–1932); E. Pendleton Herring, Group Representation Before Congress 240–41 (Lord Baltimore Press 1929).
lobbying, especially by a number of special interest organizations managed by J. A. Arnold, a man with a somewhat shady history of managing such groups.\textsuperscript{23} These groups, including the American Taxpayers' League, claimed to be nonpartisan groups interested in helping the “common man.” In reality, they supported traditional conservative policies and used traditional conservative rhetoric about stopping the centralization of federal power and growing governmental bureaucracy; stopping socialism; and class legislation.\textsuperscript{24} The Investigation found these groups deceptive and ineffective, and called them “‘reprehensible . . . . [The] type of lobbying against which the public ought to be protected by appropriate legislation.”\textsuperscript{25} Scholars and commentators worried that groups like these were too effective. They feared that the growing ubiquity of lobbyists and their use of the media to manipulate public opinion created an “invisible” or “third house” of government that exerted a dangerous and undemocratic influence on the legislative process.\textsuperscript{26}

This intense concern continued into the 1930s. Congress and scholars worried about all lobbying, but especially indirect lobbying of Congress in a variety of forms such as having “college professors on their payrolls to influence public opinion” or by getting investors or the public to “flood Congress with letters and telegrams” objecting to a particular bill.\textsuperscript{27} They particularly worried about lobbying by the newer type of single-issue and/or ideology-based interest groups that often concealed their donors, biases, and aims behind neutral or patriotic sounding names—such as the American Liberty League. Writing in 1936 about more recent American Taxpayers’ League activities, the economist George Soule said that the 1929 Investigation’s judgment about the inefficiency of the American Taxpayers’ League may have been “unjust” because in “recent months” it “had an influence far outweighing its numerical importance in a democracy.”\textsuperscript{28}

\textsuperscript{23. See generally ISAAC MARTIN, RICH PEOPLE’S MOVEMENTS: GRASSROOTS CAMPAIGNS TO UNTAX THE ONE PERCENT (2013); M. Susan Murnane, Selling Scientific Taxation: The Treasury Department’s Campaign for Tax Reform in the 1920s, 29 LAW & SOC. INQUIRY 819 (2004).

24. E.g., American Taxpayers’ League, Socialism in Our Tax System—Why Taxes? (Bulletin 82 March 7, 1928) (estate tax and graduated income tax are illegal confiscations of property); American Taxpayers’ League, Tax Reduction Program (May 15, 1927); John J. Raskob Papers, Acc. 473, File 72 American Taxpayers’ League, Hagley Museum & Library; Will Fight State Rights Usurpation, HARTFORD COURANT, May 6, 1927, at 1 (federal estate tax is an example of “growing tendency of the Federal Government to exercise control and jurisdiction over the States in a manner not contemplated by the Constitution.”).


27. President, BOSTON GLOBE, July 4, 1935 at 5.

Soule’s comments were part of a series of articles he wrote about another Senate lobbying investigation—popularly called the Black Investigation, after its chair, Hugo Black (D-AL). This Investigation arose because of the intense lobbying surrounding the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935 (the Wheeler-Rayburn Bill). Its second set of hearings, however, begun in March 1936, expanded to covering other lobbying activities, including tax-related lobbying, and continued into 1938. These later stages of the Black Investigation concentrated on a small number of groups often called “patriotic” societies. As Soule wrote, these groups were “formed to defend something that is variously called ‘the American system,’ ‘the constitution,’ or more simply, ‘liberty.’”

Soule noted that their goals and “opinions and tactics” were so similar that he was justified in calling it “Liberty League Liberty” after the American Liberty League—largest of the groups being investigated. The American Taxpayers’ League was one of its predecessors, he claimed. So, too, was the Sentinels of the Republic, which the Senate had also investigated in 1929.

Many patriotic groups, like the Sentinels of the Republic, originated in a wave of post-World War I conservatism. They were a response to the “Red Scare”—a fear of socialism, communism and other radical leftists and anarchists stirred up by the Bolshevik Revolution abroad and labor strikes and race riots at home. The groups—though differing in particulars—shared the same broad conservative values of upholding the constitution, individual rights, states’ rights, free enterprise, and limited federal government, as Soule noted. Not surprisingly then, by the mid-1930s, these patriotic groups opposed Roosevelt and New Deal policy and legislation. Consequently, many viewed the Black Investigation’s focus on these groups as a partisan attack on New Deal opponents. Some even called the Investigation an “Inquisition,” or as a 1936 L. A. Times editorial stated, a witch hunt.

The group’s similarities extended beyond the common principles mentioned by Soule. The similarities even extended beyond common tactics, which relied


30. 15 U.S.C. § 79 (1935). The House had started an investigation, too, but the Black Investigation quickly became the more important one.


33. Id.


heavily on use of the media to influence public opinion. They were also generally relatively small and, despite their claims to representing the common man, were often composed of a small number of wealthy individuals and businesses. In fact, membership among groups overlapped significantly: the Black Investigation found that in an eighteen month period, a very small number of wealthy families and related business entities had contributed about $1 million to fourteen of these groups. As the Christian Science Monitor wrote, a small number of wealthy people were “important” in shaping public opinion and played an important role in the presidential election. In other words, it recognized the significant consequences this type of lobbying had for democracy.

This Article describes the 1935–1936 tax activities of two of the groups the Committee investigated—the Sentinels of the Republic and the American Liberty League. Although both liberal and conservatives then and now attempt to influence legislation and elections by shaping public opinion in many areas, the Article concentrates on taxation because of its fundamental relationship to democracy. Although these two groups—like many today—often did not affect any specific tax legislation, they helped shape the general outlines of what tax laws and policies are politically possible. They constrain tax policy by conveying over time a consistent message using remarkably similar means.

The message—still conveyed today—is a simple one: high taxes endanger American democracy in three important ways: (1) they infringe freedom and individual liberty which are the bedrock of the American way of life, (2) they hamper economic growth, private enterprise, and prosperity which are foundational to American life, and (3) by allowing the federal government to expand its functions and bureaucracy, they undermine the federal system of government and enable a bloated central government to act unconstitutionally. Over time, conservative groups have used similar rhetoric and methods to convey these themes. Then and now, they used the media to influence voters by delivering biased (mis)information, or “fake” news to the masses without clearly specifying the source of the information.

There are other similarities between then and now. First, the eras share many general conditions: economic uncertainty, divisive politics, and large social upheavals. They even both occur(ed) around presidential elections in which actual results overturned widely held political expectations (Landon v. Roosevelt; Clinton v. Trump). Tax legislation was a priority and very much contested in both time periods. Additionally, in both periods, new forms of mass communications allowed wider and more effective dissemination of this

36. 80 CONG. REC. 10492-3 (June 20, 1936), $925,000 Gifts Listed in Final Lobby Report, WASH. POST, June 21, 1936, at M5; Income Is Revealed of Lobbying Groups, N.Y. TIMES, June 21, 1936, at 2.
37. Rich Groups Seen Main Support of Opinion Molders, CHRISTIAN SCI. MONITOR, June 22, 1936, at 13; see, e.g., New Deal Foes Aid Sentinels, BOSTON GLOBE, Apr. 18, 1936, at 22 (showing the overlapping members).
Back then it was radio and film; now it is social media like Facebook and Twitter. Then and now, individuals and groups more-or-less anonymously contribute large sums of money to be used in often subtle or invisible ways to influence public. Given these similarities, it is not surprising that in both eras concern about lobbying’s deleterious effects on the democratic process increased.

The Article proceeds as follows: Part II discusses the tax activities of the Sentinels of the Republic. Part III discusses tax activities of the American Liberty League. Part IV concludes with a few “back to the future” remarks that describe how the techniques used by the Sentinels of the Republic and the American Liberty League in the 1930s still exist—augmented by modern technology—as do the problems they create for tax legislation and democracy generally. After briefly restating the problem and possible solutions, Part IV focuses on one method—education—that can help counter their effects.

II

SENTINELS OF THE REPUBLIC

A. Brief History

Established in 1922, the Sentinels of the Republic reflected conservative fears of socialism and expanding federal bureaucracy fueled by World War I. Like other conservative patriotic groups formed in the 1920s and 1930s, the Sentinels’ purpose was to preserve the principles of the Constitution and a republican form of government. Its Articles of Incorporation elaborated: the Sentinels aimed to stop “[f]ederal encroachment upon the reserved rights of the states,” stop socialism, and “prevent concentration of power in Washington through the multiplication of administrative bureaus under a perverted interpretation of the General Welfare clause.”39 Despite the absence of taxation from this list, the Sentinels—like other conservative groups—always believed that taxation was intertwined with the fight to preserve the Constitution and protect states’ rights. In its 1936 Address to the Republican and Democratic National Platform Committees, for example, it recognized that taxes funded government programs and were necessary but only to the extent they funded limited, constitutional functions of the federal government. Beyond that, the Address stated, “[t]he use of taxes as a means of coercion or of distribution of wealth or for oppression of groups is a prostitution of the taxing power.”40

Taxation was even a part of the Sentinels’ first—and long lasting—campaign against the Sheppard-Towner Maternity and Infancy Protection Act of 1921,


40. Address by the Sentinels of the Republic to the Platform Committees of the Republican and Democratic Parties (1936) in ALEXANDER LINCOLN PAPERS, 1919–1940, 7 (A-109, Box 1 Folder 3, Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe Institute, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass).
which they claimed violated the Tenth Amendment by giving states federal funds to provide care to reduce maternal and infant mortality. As one of its members, Mrs. Randolph Frothingham, alleged in her suit challenging the Act, the federal government’s taxing power was conterminous with the limited powers of Congress enumerated under the constitution. Therefore, since the Act’s purpose was not an enumerated power, the use of the taxing power to raise revenues for that purpose was also unconstitutional. In 1923, the Supreme Court dismissed the case, without considering its merits, holding that she as a taxpayer had no legal grounds to sue. The result of the case, largely still true today, is that taxpayers do not, as taxpayers, have the ability to challenge a program’s constitutionality simply because their taxes help fund the program. The case did not decide the underlying issue of the scope of the federal government’s taxing power, and conservatives then and now continued to debate it.

Two Sentinel policies in 1926 specifically related to tax: it opposed “[a]ny Amendment to permit Federal taxation of State instrumentalities[”] and it opposed “the use of the Federal taxing power to compel or influence the action or policy of any State respecting its methods or extent of taxation.” In 1928, it favored the repeal of the federal estate tax.

In the early 1930s, the Sentinels also occasionally discussed taxation as part of their belief that the federal government was too large and powerful and was diminishing state power. In October 1931, in the first of a series of weekly series sponsored by the Sentinels, Senator Hiram Bingham (R-CT) gave a talk titled Too Much Government. He reminded people that everyone—not just the wealthy—ultimately bore the burden of government spending. Using the theme already articulated so well in the 1920s fight for tax reduction, Bingham appealed to the common man by stating that the wealthy shift their taxes to the poor. In the end, he claimed, “the burdens of government” rest on the person “who toils” and not the wealthy. Even if a tax appears to be solely on the wealthy, they pass it on to others. The wealthy, he said, do not even have enough money to pay all the taxes put on them by post World War I taxation. He further asserted that taxation can endure “only because [the wealthy] can shift the load to other shoulders.”

Two weeks later, Major General James G. Harbord, the president of RCA and a Sentinels board member, spoke on the radio about taxes at all levels of

---

41. Massachusetts v. Mellon, 262 U.S. 447 (1923). The Sentinels were still fighting the Act in the 1930s. A member testified at the Black Investigation that the Maternity Act was a major focus before the New Deal. Black Investigation, supra note 29, at 2062 (1936) (Testimony of David F. Sibley).

42. Mellon, 262 U.S. 447, 480.

43. Special Legislative Policies Recommended by the Executive Committee and Adopted by the Sentinels of the Republic at the Annual Meeting (1926) (on file with the Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe Institute, Papers of Alexander Lincoln, Box 1, Folder 4).

44. SEN. HIRAM BINGHAM, TOO MUCH GOVERNMENT 2 (Oct. 4, 1931). Certificate of Incorporation, Sentinels of the Republic Records, supra note 39, Series 2, vol. 9 (does not say who he is quoting).
government. The broadcast, later published as a pamphlet called *Sugar Coating Your Taxes*, stated that expanding government inevitably led to increased taxes. These, in turn, would result in the sale of farms and homes to pay the taxes. Moreover, he warned, “Mounting taxes and governmental expenditures drive capital into tax free Government bonds, and all taxable property will eventually pass to Government ownership. It is the beginning of the end.”

The Sentinels’ opposition to federal old age pensions in the 1930s also noted the connection between taxation and the constitutional role of the federal government. It believed social welfare programs were the domain of the states. Consequently, not only would a federal pension program unconstitutionally encroach upon the states, but a federal program would mean the establishment of another huge bureaucratic agency in Washington, with the usual waste, extravagance and political corruption. Even in these days of wild spending, the cost to taxpayers would be appalling.

Despite all this activity, the Sentinels were largely unknown until early 1935 and its first—and only—battle focused specifically on tax. Raymond Pitcairn, its new national chair, launched a campaign to repeal the publicity provision of the Revenue Act of 1934 which required income taxpayers to submit a form containing certain tax information. The form would then become available to the public. The Sentinels began a pink slip campaign, named after the color of the form, to repeal the publicity feature which they opposed on the grounds that it violated individual liberty and the constitution.

Pitcairn knew that Congress would not repeal a law it had passed the previous year unless there was a lot of public pressure to do so. Thus, in order to succeed, he needed to gain the attention of the masses—who did not pay income tax—and convince them that they should care. He used his “genius for organization, and

---

45. Retired Judge is Named to Sentinels’ Committee, WASH. POST, Sept. 18, 1931, at 16.
46. MAJ. GEN. JAMES G. HARBORD, SUGAR COATING YOUR TAXES 3 (1931). These were broadcast on NBC’s “blue” network. Id.
47. Id.
48. Sentinels of the Republic, Federal Old Age Pensions (1934) (on file the Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe Institute, Papers of Alexander Lincoln, Box 1, Folder 3). See also Meeting of the Executive Committee (1935). Id.
49. For a discussion of the campaign, see Marjorie E. Kornhauser, *Shaping Public Opinion and the Law: How a “Common Man” Campaign Ended a Rich Man’s Law*, 73 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS., no. 1, 2010, at 123. Pitcairn was a veteran of the lobby to end prohibition, which many in the mid-1930s viewed as the most effective to date. E.g., Harold B. Hinton, *Lobbies Face Inquisitors*, N.Y. TIMES, July 7, 1935, at E7. Many wealthy people favored repeal partly because of the belief that revenues from liquor taxes would allow the repeal of the income tax and also because it represented an unconstitutional extension of federal powers and infringement on individual liberty. E.g., Memorandum to National Directors of the Association Against the Prohibition Amendment from W.H. Stayton, chairman (Nov. 27, 1933) (on file with Hagley Library, John J. Raskob Papers, Accession #473, File 102). Against Prohibition Amendment Box 2 of Correspondence 1931-35, Folder 1933. Pitcairn had an additional reason to fight prohibition: religion. As a Swedenborgian, he believed that individual and religious freedom were tied together and individuals had a religious duty to try to change any law that restricted freedom. JENNIE GASKILL, BIOGRAPHY OF RAYMOND PITCAIRN 111 (1977). The same motives undoubtedly drove his campaigns as Sentinels national chair.
for mobilization of public opinion” which he had exhibited in his prior campaign to repeal prohibition.\(^5^0\) To catch the attention of the common man, and the news, Pitcairn used publicity stunts such as having “pretty girls” give people stickers protesting the provision.\(^5^1\) The provision, he stated, was not just an invasion of privacy but un-American.\(^5^2\) He also attempted to stoke public anxiety. The publicity about wealth and income, he claimed, would increase kidnapping—something much in the news because the Pink Slip campaign was conducted amidst the Lindbergh baby kidnapping trial.\(^5^3\) The campaign ended successfully in spring 1935 with the repeal the pink slip.\(^5^4\)

Pitcairn then turned his “genius” towards a major campaign to further its core goal: protecting the constitution. For several years, the Sentinels and other conservative groups had been criticizing the Roosevelt administration for destroying the constitution, the American way of life and preventing economic recovery through its illegal programs and high taxes. In fall 1934, for example, it had joined other conservative groups in a celebration of Constitution Day.\(^5^5\) Now the Sentinels via Pitcairn were ready to launch an elaborate effort to turn average Americans against New Deal programs that they thought were benefiting them. The key to this was convincing people that they were bearing the costs of the New Deal’s wasteful and unconstitutional programs that were destroying the constitutionally mandated federal system of government. In August 1935, Pitcairn set out the problem and the solution in *Who Foots the Tax Bill*?:

> Politicians say that ‘average voter’ gets a ‘free ride’ on government programs while ‘the rich manufacturers and big corporations pay the fare. What they haven’t told is that no matter who gets the original bill, the cost is passed on to the ultimate consumer—which means you and your family. . . . What politicians can do is cut down the reckless expenditures which make high taxes necessary.\(^5^6\)

In October 1935, the Sentinels officially launched its campaign to protect the Constitution with a Constitutional Exhibit in Philadelphia.

B. Hidden Taxes and the Sentinels’ Constitutional Exhibit, Generally

The newspapers had many names for the campaign, including “Anti-New Deal Exhibit.”\(^5^7\) Although the Sentinels may have thought that name was too
strong, it did accept the label “Political Spotlight” as well as other labels newspapers gave it: “Safeguard-the-Constitution Rally,” “Beat-Bureaucracy Movement,” and “Educational Exhibit.” In other words, the ultimate goal of the constitutional campaign was the same as that of the Pink Slip campaign before it: protect the Constitution, convince the masses to adopt conservative views about the role of government, and motivate voters to petition their legislators about them. The Constitution campaign, however, did not focus on a single provision; rather it broadly addressed what conservatives viewed as the central issues of the day: the wastefulness and unconstitutionality of the Roosevelt administration’s programs. The campaign’s purpose, as Pitcairn said on the eve of the campaign, was to show “how much three years of experiment at Washington have cost average citizens both in money and by invasion of their individual rights.”

The Sentinels were not alone in their efforts to convince the masses that they bore the burden of Roosevelt’s expansive governmental functions. By 1935 many regular Republicans and even some former Democrats stressed this point. In fact, the effect of hidden taxes on the common man was a major component of the 1936 Republican presidential campaign. Republicans tried to personalize the issue by telling the public the amount of taxes included in the price of everyday goods such as bread, the radio, and cigarettes.

Some conservatives, like B.C. Forbes, the founder and editor of Forbes Magazine, dramatized the issue. His 1936 book Tax Tyrannies began with the question: “Upon whom do taxes actually fall?” It concluded that taxes were “Enemy Number One against restoration of better times,” primarily due to federal expenditures. The final sentence proclaimed: “Taxation, formerly vexation, threatens to become ruination.” In between, he presented short word pictures to give the reader a visual image of the real cost of Roosevelt’s programs—including a $15 billion debt that “will have to come out of the hides and pockets of toiling taxpayers.”

60. John Raskob, former Democratic National Chair, was one example of a Democrat who turned against the New Deal programs. See infra note 115 and accompanying text.
61. For a fuller description of the hidden tax campaign, see Marjorie E. Kornhauser, Remembering the “Forgotten Man” (and Woman): Hidden Taxes and the 1936 Election, in 4 STUDIES IN THE HISTORY OF TAX LAW ch. 13 (John Tiley ed., 2010).
63. B. C. FORBES, TAX TYRANNIES at 1 (1936).
64. Id. at 57.
65. Id. at 60.
66. Id. at 53.
Picture the mighty Empire State Building, the tallest in the world, solidly covered with one-dollar bills, from sidewalk to summit, front, back and sides, roofs and twofers, every inch of its outside area.

That would look like a lot of money, wouldn’t it?67

Then came the clincher: The daily deficit of the Roosevelt administration, he said, would cover the building in twenty-four hours; four years of the debt would cover it about 1,767 times.68

The Sentinels’ campaign’s uniqueness stemmed not from its message, but from its techniques. Its January 1936 Bulletin stated that the campaign’s goal was to show “graphically” the huge amount of money “squandered” by the Roosevelt bureaucracy, “the effect of such waste on the average worker’s income, cost of living and taxes,” and Roosevelt’s attempts “to ignore or change the Constitution.”69 “Graphic” was an understatement. This campaign was a multimedia extravaganza built on the rhetorical and entertainment-oriented techniques Pitcairn had deployed so successfully in the Pink Slip campaign. Although speeches and pamphlets were used, the point of the campaign was to convey its message “with clarity, satire, and good humor.”70

The campaign opened with a six day exhibit at the Garrick Theatre in Philadelphia on October 14, 1935 with more than 30,000 attending.71 Every evening, prominent people such as former Senator Hiram Bingham (R-CT), former Senator and current Representative James W. Wadsworth (R-NY), Colonel Henry Breckenridge (Wilson’s Assistant Secretary of War) and Colonel R. R. McCormick (publisher of the Chicago Tribune) lectured on the Exhibit’s theme.72 Pitcairn apparently enhanced the talks with people planted in the audience who would shout comments like “The communists will save the world.”73

The daily exhibit also conveyed the Sentinels’ message in a more entertaining manner—one that garnered a great deal of publicity. The entertainment began at the entrance to the exhibit. There, a huge sign stated that the federal government incurred $10 million of debt daily. It asked “Who Will pay this Bill? Look and see[.]”74 When people looked down as directed by the sign, a mirror reflected the image of the viewer. The Exhibit used other types of media as well. For example,
a full stage allegorical painting presenting the White House, capitol, and the Supreme Court building representing the three functions of American constitutional government. This scene dissolved into a picture of these building almost obscured by fantastic architectural superstructures giving shelter to queer agencies of government with alphabetical names.\(^75\)

The Exhibit also contained still cartoons and even had moving pictures. There were short movie clips of some of the speakers such as Col. Henry Breckenridge.\(^76\) Most notable, however, was its animated cartoon, discussed below.

In January, the Sentinels took the show on the road, beginning with Florida.\(^77\) There were three different formats.\(^78\) In big cities such as Chicago, it presented a “Complete Show” in theaters and included evening lectures. In other cities and large towns, it used a “standard show” in “civic buildings, fraternal halls, motion picture houses and the like.” Finally, a caravan traveled to rural areas across the country in “a self-contained motor unit” showing the “Show-on-Wheels” “in public open-air centers, parking lots, etc.” By mid-April the movie had been shown in about twenty towns.\(^79\)

The Sentinels supplemented the Exhibit with traditional print media. For example, Thomas F. Cadwalader, a lawyer and chair of the Executive Committee emphasized the crucial role of taxation in the battle for American democracy and against “irresponsible centralized power.”\(^80\) “Taxation,” he wrote

\begin{quote}
 is a necessary evil, but tends constantly to become a menace to economic freedom. On account of this menace, our forefathers rebelled against Great Britain. If we submit to crushing taxation to support an irresponsible bureaucracy, we throw away everything for which the Revolution was fought. We dishonor the memory of Valley Forge.
\end{quote}

Pitcairn wrote short pieces and captions for cartoons that addressed all areas the exhibit dealt with, including taxes. There’s No Free Ride on Taxes addressed what he called “probably the most common . . . political promise,” namely that the “average worker” would not pay any taxes. Hidden federal taxes, he wrote, had risen in 1935 to almost $70 per family.\(^82\) Other politicians made similar statements, but they did not have accompanying cartoons. This one illustrated how the taxes nominally levied on producers were passed to retailers and

\(^75\) Henning, supra note 50.
\(^76\) Id.
\(^77\) Constitution Caravan Starts Southern Tour, CHRISTIAN SCI. MONITOR, Jan. 15, 1936 at 5; Sentinels Send Anti-New Deal Exhibit South, CHI. TRIB., Jan. 15, 1936, at 7.
\(^78\) Sentinels Send Anti-New Deal Exhibit South, CHI. TRIB., Jan. 15, 1936, at 7; Unique in Public Affairs, supra note 58.
\(^79\) Black Investigation, supra note 29, at 2050 (1936) (Testimony of David F. Sibley).
\(^80\) A Statement by Thomas F. Cadwalader (1936) (on file with the Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe Institute, Papers of Alexander Lincoln, Box 1, Folder 4). Cadwalader had been a Democrat but opposed Roosevelt and his New Deal on constitutional grounds. May Fight Roosevelt, N.Y. TIMES, July 29, 1936, at 2.
\(^81\) A Statement by Thomas F. Cadwalader (1936) (on file with the Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe Institute, Papers of Alexander Lincoln, Box 1, Folder 4).
\(^82\) Id.
ultimately the consumer. Occasionally, Pitcairn specifically addressed women. He told housewives, for example, “No matter on whom the tax-creators and tax-eaters attempt to load the cost, the bill is finally paid out of her thin purse.” He addressed working women in a cartoon of a woman typing at a desk. The caption says the woman mistakenly believes that her boss pays all the taxes. Not true, it continued, as “more than 100 different taxes are stitched” into the dress she bought.

Pitcairn frequently sent articles and editorials about the exhibit specifically or its general message and philosophy to about 1900 small newspapers. At the start of the campaign in October 1935 the Sentinels claimed its “Messages Upholding the Constitution and Urging a Return to Sound, American Principles in Government” appeared in more than 1,300, mostly small, newspapers across the country. By March 1936, Pitcairn had sent over thirty items on topics such as The ‘Personal Touch’ In Taxes and What Is the Constitution? Newspapers and magazines published these items because they knew the owners liked getting free material they could use as their own.

Sometimes the press did write its own materials. The Campaign received a lot of press coverage because its techniques made it newsworthy. Other conservatives might say the same thing, but none rivaled the way the Sentinels said it. In January 1936, the Sentinels themselves attributed the Campaign’s success to its use of “the most striking effects of the Front Page the Screen, the Advertising Art and the Political Cartoon—with all their possibilities of humor, satire and direct human-interest appeal.” The most striking—and controversial—method it used was an animated film, the Amateur Fire Brigade, which at least one newspaper called the “first successful adaption of the political cartoonist’s art to the motion picture screen.”

C. Animated Film and The Amateur Fire Brigade

The biggest attraction at the Constitutional exhibit was its animated film. As a Boston Globe Editorial stated:

> The ever-resourceful Sentinels of the Republic have hit upon an idea of political campaigning which should help to make politics quite enjoyable. They propose to go

---
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forth against the New Deal by way of the animated comic cartoon in the movies.91

The Exhibit had several animated cartoon films. One, called “A Day with the Tax-Payer . . . Hour by Hour,” showed hidden taxes on items taxpayers used or purchased daily—the bus, groceries, cigarettes, insurance, and bread.92 Another “Animated Motion Picture Cartoon” called “The Sentinels’ Scrapbook” showed taxes on everyday items such as clothes, the telephone, beer, cars, the radio and the movies.93

The most attention-getting and controversial film however, was the animated cartoon, “The Amateur Fire Brigade.” The New York Times summed up the film neatly:

The picture depicts the efforts of the fire company, with leaking buckets and a pump that needs priming with $1,000,000 in taxes every minute, to put out a fire in the home of Uncle Sam and Ma Liberty. The fire has spread after the Democratic donkey, entering the kitchen to eat from the pork barrel, upsets a “pan of recovery” on the stove.94

Although the totally useless Amateur Fire Brigade, manned by Brain Trusters, failed to douse the fire, Ma Liberty did so with buckets of “Common Sense” and “Economy.”95 In the course of the film the viewer saw scenes such as “Brain Trust Poker—Taxpayers Wild!”96 where the piles of chips being used are labeled “Income Taxes,” “Tariffs” and “Internal Revenues”97 and Brain Trusters building a house of “alphabetical blocks” labeled with the acronyms of various New Deal programs.98

A Boston Globe editorial commented on the ambiguity of some of the scenes in the film. It mentioned as an example the frame showing the fire hose failing to work because $1,000,000 of new taxes was need every minute to “prime it properly”:

True, there may be some puzzled wonder as to just what the inference is about $1,000,000 more taxes a minute than are already available to the Government. Does that mean that the Sentinels endorse an addition to the tax burden to that amount? Or is the meaning of the cartoon simply that the house should be allowed to burn down anyway?99

The Boston Globe was correct in the sense that the exact message of that frame might be unclear, but the general message was not: there are too many taxes paying for too many programs—programs that were not even working.

92.  Unique in Public Affairs, supra note 58.
93.  Id.
96.  Unique in Public Affairs, supra note 58.
Despite the blurry message, the Editorial stated that the film was “bound to stimulate interest in the campaign.” And it did. Even the Black Investigation was interested in it.101

The *Amateur Fire Brigade* garnered so much attention because the use of animated film for political purposes was unusual. In fact, it was probably the first animated film to do so.102 The novelty created great controversy. Such a physically large caricature projected on a large screen proved unsettling to some people—including potential donors—even though they were used to small, newspaper-sized cartoons.103 The Sentinels edited the film because of the reaction and eliminated the image of the President.104

The novelty of the political cartoon also created problems in showing the film in public, but this controversy only increased interest and gave the film free publicity. In February 1936, as the show traveled north from Florida, censors tried to ban the film in places such as Chicago and Cleveland, which was where the Republican convention was to be held that summer. They claimed the film was “disrespectful” to the president and the office of the presidency.105

Supporters replied with claims of free speech, especially since the president as a candidate was fair game.106 Eventually the film played in Chicago because its board of censors stated it was “silly” to ban “an animated cartoon.”107 The Ohio film censorship board also approved the film once the president’s image was replaced by one of the Brain Trusters, but the Sentinels were still having trouble showing the film because of local opposition.108

After all the razzle-dazzle and publicity of the Constitutional Exhibit and traveling show, the Sentinels continued to push its agenda, but it received little public attention. Occasionally the papers mentioned its activities in the lead up to the 1936 presidential election. In June, for example, newspapers commented on the Sentinels’ request for an “all American platform” at the forthcoming Republican National Convention.109 This platform followed the Sentinels’ usual

---

100. *Id.*
101. *See* Black Investigation, *supra* note 29, at 2067 (testimony of David F. Sibley); *id.* at 2089 (testimony of Roland Preisman).
103. Black Investigation, *supra* note 29, at 2067 (testimony of David F. Sibley); *id.* at 2089 (testimony of Roland Preisman).
104. Letter from Pitcairn to Lincoln, Feb. 24, 1936 at 3 (on file with the Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe Institute, Papers of Alexander Lincoln, Box 7, Folder 43).
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108. Letter from Pitcairn to Mrs. John Balch, Secretary (1936) (on file with the Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe Institute, Papers of Alexander Lincoln, Box 7, Folder 33).
principles including maintaining states’ rights (and therefore ending federal control of social security and child labor for example), balancing the budget, ending bureaucracy, and “Cessation of the uses of taxes for coercion or oppression of groups.”

Just before the election the Sentinels published More Sentinel Features, which urged Americans to vote to protect the nation’s form of government. Six cartoons illustrated what was at stake. Three of them entailed hidden taxes. Feeding the Kitty showed a puzzled boy on the floor surrounded by kittens with the caption: “There are more than 50 taxes levied on every quart of milk on the way from producer to consumer.” In Ladies First a Brain Truster, identified by the academic cap used to portray these intellectuals, hands “tax Bills” from his pouch to shocked women. In the caption, Pitcairn told the shocked ladies that higher taxes and prices drain their income and resources. Feeding the Tax Kitty, Ladies First, and In the Sweat of Labor all mentioned in their accompanying captions that everyday people were paying taxes.

After the election, the Sentinels disappeared into obscurity except for an occasional mention, often in connection with the conservative rights’ desire to stay out of World War II. They disbanded in 1944.

III

AMERICAN LIBERTY LEAGUE

A. Brief History

The American Liberty League was formed in August 1934 by a group of wealthy conservatives unhappy with Roosevelt and his administration. It included many Democrats who had voted for Roosevelt in 1932, such as the 1928 Democratic presidential nominee Al Smith, former Democratic Party chair (and du Pont and General Motors officer) John Raskob, and wealthy businessmen such as Edward F. Hutton, several duPonts, and Alfred Sloan of General Motors. Its central goal, like that of the Sentinels’, was to uphold and defend

110.  Id. See also Census: Are Questions on Income Legal? Extent of Questions Violation of Privacy, CHRISTIAN SCI. MONITOR, Feb. 28, 1940, at 3 (arguing against adding question regarding income for privacy reasons); Raymond Pitcairn, Your Taxes—Direct and Indirect, LAKE BENTON VALLEY NEWS, Oct. 2, 1936, at 1, available at http://news.google.com/newspapers?nid=1018&dat=19361002&id=CLckAAAAIBAJ&sjid=ZA8GAAAAIBAJ&pg=655,423801 [https://perma.cc/7T6N-N6UZ] (stating that hidden taxes are passed on and paid out of the average worker’s wages in the price of goods).
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the constitution. Its charter stated the League:

(1) will teach the necessity of respect for the rights of persons and property as fundamental to every successful form of government, and (2) will teach the duty of government to encourage and protect individual and group initiative and enterprise, to foster the right to work, earn, save and acquire property, and to preserve the ownership and lawful sue of property when acquired.116

The similarities of the goals, and some of the membership, were such that the two groups briefly contemplated merging in 1934.117

From its formation, the League, unlike the Sentinels, was newsworthy. In its first two years, it made headlines almost daily.118 This publicity did not arise from widespread popular support although its membership was larger than the Sentinels. Nor did it occur because of spectacular events like the Sentinels’ Constitution Exhibit. Rather, the attention derived from the noteworthiness of members like Smith and the du Ponts and from the almost constant barrage of lectures, pamphlets and radio talks the League produced. It spent over $1 million between August 1934 and November 1936—and that is not counting the value of the free press and radio time it received.119 Most of its funding came from a very small number of wealthy contributors. In 1936, at its height of publications, about two-thirds of its money came from thirty men, with the du Ponts giving 25% of it.120

The American Liberty League claimed it was non-partisan, just as the Sentinels did. Indeed, it claimed it “will be happy to have the support of President Roosevelt.”121 It also noted that the “dangerous” tendencies that it opposed had begun before the Roosevelt administration.122 Nevertheless, given the League’s constant criticism of the New Deal and its un-American policies, most people viewed it as anti-Roosevelt. It was one of the dozen or so patriotic anti-Roosevelt groups targeted by the Black Investigation in 1936.123

(1962). For consistency, this article uses the contemporary spelling “du Pont” throughout; however, “duPont” was also frequently used in the past.

116. American Liberty League, A Statement of Its Principles and Purposes 2 (1934) (quoting charter) (University of Kentucky Special Collections, Jouett Shouse Papers, 1899–1967), https://nyx.uky.edu/fa/findingaid/?id=xt7wwp9t2q46 [https://perma.cc/M3UR-34KU]. The two organizations, however, did differ somewhat in their particular interests. The League, for example, was not interested in the Sentinels’ continued activities against child labor rules. Black Investigation, supra note 29, at 2047 (Testimony of David F. Sibley).
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The League basically acknowledged that its ultimate goal was lobbying. Of course, it did not say that was its purpose, but rather defined it as an exercise in democracy:

The American Liberty League was formed to provide the means by which citizens of this country may express prompt and effective protest against any and every encroachment by the Federal Government upon the personal liberty which is guaranteed by the Constitution.\textsuperscript{124}

The League gave the “average citizen,” who the League claimed was silenced by the recognition of the inadequacy of individual protest, “the means for collective expression of public opinion.”\textsuperscript{125} Of course, the League omitted saying that it was also trying to shape that public opinion.

The League recognized that taxation was key to the shaping and expressing of that opinion. If people were “tax-conscious” then they would take “a greater interest in government.”\textsuperscript{126} In fact, some League members favored an income tax because it would make people aware that they were paying taxes—unlike the hidden taxes most people paid now—and this would make voters more sensitive to taxes.\textsuperscript{127} Taxes were integral to the League’s belief that property rights were really individual rights of freedom.\textsuperscript{128} It said that New Deal taxes for non-revenue raising purposes like redistributing wealth took property from individuals and were part of New Deal actions that were more destructive to liberty than actions by Mussolini, Hitler, and Stalin.\textsuperscript{129}

From its inception the League linked taxation to economic and constitutional problems. Shortly after its formation, its pamphlet \textit{A Statement of Its Principles and Purposes} used patriotic rhetoric to tie taxation to the Roosevelt administration’s unconstitutional expansion of government under the guise of helping the people:

\begin{quote}
Our forefathers separated themselves from the mother country because they felt that taxation without representation was tyranny. Today large groups are being taxed for the benefit not of the whole people or for the support of the government alone, but for the direct benefit of other specific groups and classes.\textsuperscript{130}
\end{quote}

\begin{footnotes}
\textsuperscript{125} Id.
\textsuperscript{126} The President’s Tax Program: An Analysis of a Transparent Political Gesture 11 (Doc. 47) (1935) (University of Kentucky Special Collections, Jouett Shouse Papers, 1899–1967), https://nyx.uky.edu/fa/findingaid/?id=xt7wwp9t2q46.
\textsuperscript{127} Id. See \textit{infra} for discussion about hidden taxes.
\textsuperscript{128} Jouett Shouse, Progress vs. Change 11 (1934) (University of Kentucky Special Collections, Jouett Shouse Papers, 1899–1967), https://nyx.uky.edu/fa/findingaid/?id=xt7wwp9t2q46.
\textsuperscript{129} American Liberty League, Shall We Have Constitutional Liberty or Dictatorship? 9 (Doc 120) (1936) (University of Kentucky Special Collections, Jouett Shouse Papers, 1899–1967), https://nyx.uky.edu/fa/findingaid/?id=xt7wwp9t2q46.
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To some members, the income tax lay at the heart of the current problems. As the secretary and organizer of the League, W. H. Stayton wrote to Pierre du Pont, a major donor, the “unconstitutional seizure of power” occurred “principally because of economic troubles” and “the most important factor in bringing about our present economic troubles is the Sixteenth Amendment. Until that Amendment has been modified, the very foundations of our government are in danger.”131 He believed that ultimately the Amendment would have to be repealed or at least modified so that income taxes could be used only to pay existing debt.132

That project, Stayton noted, was a long-term one. The immediate issue, he stated, was the same one other conservatives were facing: making the “little fellow” aware that they were paying for the government’s programs and wasting money by means of taxes hidden in everyday items.133 A 1934 letter by the publicity director set out the goal in terms familiar to the Sentinels and others. He believed all the League’s publicity had to be “so written and directed that it will appeal to the ‘little fellow’ and will interest him in becoming a supporter.”134 They had to

be specific about what the waste of money by the Federal Government means to him and his children. Let’s make clear the fact that his personal security and future happiness depends upon the ability of all citizens to pursue their businesses with a reasonable hope of profit.135

This included showing the “little fellow” that opposing “excessive tax burdens” didn’t just help the rich, but helped him, too:

Point out that even though his wage or salary is in such a low bracket it is untouched by income levies, he pays exhorbitant [sic] taxes when he buys tobacco, gasoline, food and clothing, when he pays his rent or electric light and fuel bills. Dramatize it—he works about three months out of the year to pay the cost of ‘governing’ him.136

Although the League generally did not focus on tax, it did stress the critical connection between taxes and the current threat to liberty. Specifically, it believed—as did other conservatives—that high taxes hampered economic recovery and funded inefficient, often unconstitutional bureaucracy and programs. These endangered economic and individual rights and threatened the very foundations of the American way of life, including its democratic form of government. Its 1935 pamphlet Expanding Bureaucracy mentioned tax only in its first sentence. That one sentence, however, was the foundation for the remaining ten pages that elaborated on its subtitle A Study of an Expensive Violation of Campaign Pledges, Menacing to the Rights and Liberties of Citizens:

132. Id.
134. Id.
135. Id. at 3.
136. Id.
The mushroom growth of the Federal bureaucracy during the past two years represents . . . an unjustifiable burden on the taxpayers and a menace to the liberties, rights and welfare of individual citizens and business enterprises.137

Sometimes the League made relatively sophisticated links between New Deal policies and taxpayers. Such was the case with its June 1936 pamphlet Socialization of the Electric Power Industry, which was subtitled An Analysis of New Deal Policies and Projects Designed to Destroy Private Industry at Tremendous Cost to the Taxpayer. The pamphlet related details about how the “socializing of the electric industry,” by projects such as the TVA, cost taxpayers a huge amount of money because of subsidies.138 Alabama, for example, “resented” that the TVA not only paid less tax to it than local power companies did, but that property taxes had increased because “thousands of acres of land” taken by the TVA no longer paid them.139

The League, however, also repeatedly made less nuanced appeals to the masses. These emphasized that the “little fellow” paid for all the government programs despite New Deal rhetoric about taxing the rich. John W. Davis, a League member and 1924 Democratic presidential candidate, stated this succinctly in a 1936 speech. The “blessing” government provided, he said, “usually proves to have been taken from the unforgotten pocket of the forgotten taxpayer.”140

The pamphlet Wealth and Income, published the next month, laid this out more clearly. Its subtitle explained: A Factual Analysis of a Situation Frequently Obscured by Misinformation and Attempts to Arouse Class Prejudices.141 The Roosevelt administration, it claimed, “invoked” the power of taxation to “promote a redistribution of wealth.”142 Breaking up concentrations of wealth and income and then redistributing it, however, could not possibly help anyone—there just was not enough to go around. The only thing that could improve the American way of life was more production under a free enterprise system—including freedom from government restrictions.143

The League frequently cited the Roosevelt administration’s use of the taxing power as an example of the New Deal’s unconstitutionality. The Administration

139. Id. at 6.
142. Id. at 4, 15.
143. Id. at 16–18.
“attempted the expansion of the taxing power from its intended purpose of providing revenue into an instrument of social and industrial control and as a punitive weapon to impose ‘voluntary’ submission.” 144 “Who could have imagined that we should in this country have adopted the theory of taking the money and property from those who own it, and redistributing it through the process of taxation?” 145

The League’s discussion of hidden taxes was part of its efforts to convince the “little fellow” to turn against New Deal programs because of the tax burdens it put upon them. The government was spending “The People’s Money,” as the title of one 1935 speech proclaimed. 146 League President Jouett Shouse was even more specific in a 1936 radio talk. He claimed that in the fifteen minutes he was speaking the government spent $114,000. 147 That money, however, did not belong to either Congress or Roosevelt, but to the people.

It is your money. You have to pay the taxes to raise it. You are burdened with the debt in connection with it. The value of anything you own is affected by that debt and those taxes. 148

By “you” he meant the “people with medium incomes and moderate savings”—and not the rich as the Administration claimed. 149 People would pay not just through indirect, or hidden, taxes on goods and services, but “sooner or later” income taxes—which now applied to only the wealthy—would have to be broadened to “include more people and smaller incomes.” 150 Because Congress was spending the people’s money, the people “have the right to demand that those in charge of the Government budget shall turn from their reckless course and no longer waste our money in useless expenditures.” 151

The League even had a few pamphlets that focused entirely on the Roosevelt Administration’s unsound and unconstitutional tax policy. One month after Roosevelt’s June 1935 Tax Message to Congress, the League responded with a nineteen page “analysis.” 152 In his message, Roosevelt recommended changes in
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the estate, gift, corporate and individual income taxes to break up concentrations of wealth and power and to redistribute the wealth more fairly.153 The plan was—at least in part—a response to pressure from Huey Long’s Share Our Wealth program,154 and may have been more symbolic than actual.155

The League excoriated Roosevelt’s plan on social, political, economic and legal grounds. The plan was
directed against fundamentals of the American system of government and would tend to destroy the incentive to individual initiative, infringe upon rights guaranteed by the Constitution, and further shatter confidence of business, already weakened by misguided efforts to attain social reform in the guise of schemes for recovery.156

Roosevelt, the League claimed, was using the “revenue clause of the Constitution for a purpose both reprehensible and of doubtful validity”—that is, “to attain political and socialistic ends,” instead of raising revenue.157 After criticizing specific tax proposals, the pamphlet concluded by reasserting that Roosevelt’s goal was “political” rather than revenue-raising. His plan was not just unsound, but “unwise and dangerous,” “socialistic” and would alter the form of government.158 In short, the “nonpartisan” League ended with its own political note.

Roosevelt’s 1936 tax message to Congress drew an eighteen-page response from the League. As in 1935, it did not ignore the harm the plan would do to economic recovery, but the pamphlet focused on the constitutional harm. The proposals, which would produce little revenue, would be “a dangerous use of the taxing power to accomplish social ends and to promote a redistribution of wealth and income”; they would “array class against class by inflaming the people of the country against large corporations and great wealth.”159 All of this would be “at a tremendous cost to the taxpayers.”160 In short, the pamphlet stated that Roosevelt’s plan was an unconstitutional use of the taxing power. For example,

[the effect of the [undistributed profits] tax would be to discourage individual initiative and to regiment industry. Through the taxing power the Federal Government would accomplish regulation which would be impossible under the commerce clause of the Constitution. It would be a step toward the type of control prevailing under European dictatorships.161

156. The President’s Tax Program, supra note 152, at 3.
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The pamphlet devoted an entire section to this “Improper Use of Taxing Power.”

A few months later, the League published a pamphlet that explicitly addressed this very point. In *Social and Economic Experiments Under the Guise of Taxation* the League claimed that Revenue Acts of 1935 and 1936 were of significance not because of their relatively minor effect upon the budget situation but because of their bearing upon theories of government. Through the power of taxation the New Deal has sought to experiment with economic theories, regiment industry, penalize big business, redistribute wealth and otherwise interrupt and obstruct the free flow of individual initiative and business activity which are vital essentials in the American constitutional system.162

“The administration’s tax program is intended to facilitate the type of economic planning which requires Government control of industry.”163 This included the “punitive tax on undistributed profits of corporation [which] weakens the authority of the management of corporations,” and redistributive taxes on wealth, “such as high surtaxes and estate taxes [which] are also methods of enforcing a planned economy.”164 New industries (such as the automobile industry) and small corporations were hurt because they needed to reinvest earnings; large corporations were hurt by graduated income taxes which were economically unsound and aimed at “bigness,”165 New Deal taxes—although “ostensibly aimed at wealthy individuals and large corporations”—burdened “ordinary citizens” because corporate taxes were passed on to consumers, high tax rates destroyed capital and “retarded” economic recovery.166

In sum, the New Deal’s tax laws unconstitutionally used the taxing power to further centralize the government and “furnish[ed] evidence that the New Deal pattern of government is not in harmony with American institutions.”167 The core beliefs of this and other American Liberty League pamphlets—if not all the specifics or exact rhetoric—remain central to conservatives today.

## IV

**CONCLUSION: BACK TO THE FUTURE**

The Sentinels of the Republic and the American Liberty League did not achieve their ultimate goals, but their actions—like those of other conservative groups of the 1920s and 1930s—reverberate today. It is true that they failed to change the course of the 1936 election or prevent the adoption of major New Deal tax objectives like the undistributed profits tax. Nevertheless, their methods
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of indirectly influencing politics by shaping public opinion have endured. Their usage (especially the Sentinels) of new communications methods, including radio and film, advanced the political use of mass media to lobby the public. Today, interest groups lobby the public with techniques that are basically identical except now modern technology and knowledge about cognitive behavior have increased their power and range.

The rhetoric these groups used strengthened an already existent marriage of patriotic rhetoric to taxation. This, in turn, solidified an emotional approach to public discussions about tax policy that bonds low taxation to ideas about American democracy and American ideals of individualism and economic growth. This is especially true for conservatives who continue to talk about “starving the beast” and thereby saving individual liberties, the American form of a federalist democracy, and promoting economic growth, to boot. Liberals also make emotional tax appeals, but they stress the egalitarian aspects of American democracy. They want to tax the rich to redistribute wealth and decrease inequality. Neither type of rhetoric promotes reasoned discussions about tax. On the conservative side, feel-good rhetoric about economic growth, for example, overlooks real questions about whether that is true at all, and if true, what type of tax reform and what type of economic growth. On the liberal side, rhetoric about high taxes on the rich diverts attention from examining spending policies that increase or decrease inequality.

The country cannot afford rhetoric that detracts from reasoned debate because it needs a rational tax policy more than ever. The centrality of tax to a functional government can only become more important because taxes will inevitably rise. This is so because, generally, as societal wealth increases, so does taxation. People want more—and better—services from government. Economists even call this phenomenon a “law.” Many polls support it. They show that a sizeable number of people would support increased taxes for increased government services. An April 2017 Pew survey, for example, not only showed that 48% of respondents wanted more government services but also that similar percentages would pay higher taxes for increased government spending in areas such as health, veterans’ benefits, and defense. So what can—or


should—be done?

This section briefly reexamines the problem and suggests partial solutions. It focuses on education, specifically tax literacy aimed at the general public. Although the section specifically addresses federal tax, state and local taxation faces the same issues.

A. The Problem, Briefly Restated

At the beginning of the Senate Lobbying Investigation in 1935 the New York Times stated “most . . . complicated” laws were “perhaps more a product of lobbyists” than of Congress. Lobbyists—then and now—use indirect methods as well as direct ones to influence legislation. These efforts to shape public opinion and encourage voters to pressure legislators worry many inside and outside of Congress because of their potential to secretly shape public minds with biased (mis)information presented as objective facts. The ability to subtly shape public opinion today exceeds that of the past because of the confluence of several factors: (1) increased ability to manipulate/persuade the public based on research in areas such as behavioral economics, (2) increased ability to reach a wider public audience and more quickly because of new technology, and (3) the numerous ways small numbers of wealthy people now can anonymously contribute large amounts of money directly or indirectly to political efforts.

Political speech addressed to the public is often short on detail and long on rhetoric. These characteristics commonly occur in the tax area because the public perceives tax as difficult (math aversion), painful (they are taking my money) and dull (too technical). Consequently, a 1924 New York Times statement about tax reductions is no less true today: the masses find it easier to “listen to clever phrases,” and find it “tiresome to examine critically into a matter than concerns them only as it concerns the public generally.” Behavioral psychology and economics use concepts like framing, triggers, and schema (mental shortcuts) to explain why people listen to these phrases and are influenced by them (often unconsciously). Unfortunately, just knowing the scientific explanations does not eliminate their effect. To illustrate this point, watch Dan Ariely’s Ted Talk about irrational behavior.

Recent political events confirm that the public’s ability to distinguish between real news and fake news or opinion has not kept up with the ability to quickly and widely disseminate it. For example, bots originated approximately 20% of internet messages sent the month before the 2016 election and these were then
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The internet and the extensive reach of social media means that groups with patriotic names now can generate fake public support far beyond the telegrams, letters, exhibits, and radio used by groups like the Sentinels of the Republic. Stand Up America, for example, has a bot that facilitates sending faxes to legislators opposing Trump policies. At the opposite end of political spectrum, one day after President Trump thanked “Nicole Mincey” for her support, Twitter suspended “Nicole’s” account because of evidence that it was a fake. Some studies show that fake news was retweeted or republished just as much as real news during the 2016 presidential campaign. Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s investigations into Russian meddling to influence the election and the grand jury’s February 2018 indictments suggest that the earlier estimates may be too low. More recent studies show that false news appears to spread even more rapidly than truths. Months after the election, almost half of those who voted for him believed he won the popular vote in the election.

The events leading up to the passage of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 illustrate the effects of mass media and rhetoric on the tax legislative process. Republicans had urged tax reform throughout the eight years of the Obama administration. During the 2016 election campaign Donald Trump and the
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Republicans promised tax reform to help the middle class and boost the economy. These are catchphrases policy conservatives have used for decades—although “middle class” now replaces the “common man” of the 1930s. After the election the rhetoric stayed the same, but the first tax proposal finally revealed in late September 2017 still lacked specificity, despite the ample time to craft details. It was so imprecise that it “provide[d] as many questions as it does answers.”182 When an analysis of the plan attempted to determine the effects on the middle-class taxpayers the plan claimed to help by using details from earlier Republican plans, Republicans complained. Perhaps the upside of this surreal situation was that it momentarily united thoughtful right and left think tanks; the right-leaning American Enterprise Institute defended the analysis of the left of center Tax Policy Center, which wrote the report.183

Ascertaining whether the September proposal helped the middle class was not simply a matter of deciding which analytical method to use. Determining whether tax reform helps the “middle class” is always difficult because people have different conceptions of the term.184 Moreover, people—especially politicians—frequently use the term rhetorically, without specifying which particular income group they have in mind. The 2017 tax reform process complicated matters because Republicans did not reveal crucial details of their plan until just before the vote, even basic information such as tax rates and brackets.185 In fact, Senators received the final conference bill—which was 500 pages long—“just hours” before the vote.186 So chaotic was the process that the bill had handwritten changes in the margin.187 This lack of specificity meant that politicians were forced to rely on rhetoric more than ever.

Rhetorical duels create obstacles—sometimes unsurmountable ones—to the enactment of sound tax policy. Voters often do not know enough to demand more and simply respond to the bombast. In rhetorical-laden atmospheres,


Congress is encouraged to push through ideological bills without proper procedures that might improve substance. Senator John McCain had noted the problem when he cast the decisive veto on one of the Republicans’ many doomed health care bills in summer 2017. He pleaded for a “return to regular order” in the legislative process. Similarly, some pleaded, unsuccessfully as it turned out, for a return to order after Trump’s vague September 2017 tax proposal. For taxation, legislative order includes a detailed proposal, hearings, discussions and input, including revenue estimates, from experts, the CBO, and the Joint Committee on Taxation. Obviously, this never happened with the 2017 tax act.

However, even a transparent, orderly process with specific details is problematic if voters do not understand the issues. And a huge number of American voters do not. They do not understand fundamental income tax concepts or even the most basic particulars of their own tax liability. Polls show, for example, that almost half of Americans (46%) do not know what tax bracket they are in. A similar number do not even know what a tax bracket is, and over 40% do not know the purpose of a W-4. According to the IRS, approximately a million taxpayers do not even claim the tax refunds to which they are entitled. Imagine, then, how few voters know the difference between a tax deduction and a tax credit or understand the meaning of marginal tax rate—both concepts that are crucial to understanding the income tax.
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B. The Way Forward

Completely removing the barriers to a rational tax policy that manipulation of public opinion creates may be impossible, but several changes may weaken them. These include: 1) return to an orderly legislative process; 2) control fake news through a variety of means such as laws, regulations, and social norms about lobbying and media, and 3) increase taxpayer literacy. The first change injects more facts and analysis into the process. The second aims to reduce the amount of manipulation and make lobbying more transparent. The third facilitates voters’ ability to discriminate between fact and fiction and to more easily understand the issues.

Less rhetoric, less misinformation, and more widely disseminated facts would increase the chances of more efficient, equitable, and rational tax policy. An orderly, open tax legislative process would encourage more analysis of proposals. Laws, regulations and social norms could decrease the opportunities that politicians, lobbyists, and other interested parties have to manipulate public opinion. Everyone presumably would use less emotionally-based rhetoric to manipulate the public if it were less effective. These goals are more easily stated than achieved. Congressional attempts to accomplish them through laws concerning registration of lobbyists and limitations on campaign financing have had limited success. Recent headlines about the failure of Trump associates to register as lobbyists show that plenty of room for improvement exists. Similarly, Congress has failed to effectively limit campaign financing—including anonymous financing.

Even if these goals had been achieved, would they be helpful? At least one commentator has suggested Congress needs lobbyists more than ever. Lobbyists provide legislators with research data and expertise that shrinking congressional staff can no longer do. Registration may help control lobbying, but as behavioral economics has shown, transparency does not prevent all influencing public or legislative opinion. Limits on campaign financing might help, but in the age of social media, it is easy and cheap to disseminate biased opinion and misinformation. Regulation of social media—voluntarily or mandated—may limit the spread of misinformation but hacking, bots, and so forth undoubtedly means it will continue.


Behavioral economics and psychology demonstrate that techniques such as framing can counteract some unconscious biases through legislative or regulatory drafting.198 Correcting for biases at the drafting stage, however, can only work if the public is amenable to some type of legislation on the topic. Effective use of emotionally charged rhetoric, however, makes it difficult for the public to accept certain tax policies. Some people still object to the refundable Earned Income Credit—which is in effect a negative income tax—as a welfare handout, for example. Would people even consider a credit that went to everyone—regardless of whether they were the “deserving” working poor? Moreover, there are ethical questions about the use of nudges as well as political questions about whether people find them acceptable.199

Education can be a powerful tool to undermine rhetoric’s power to influence the public, although it is not a failsafe solution. Many sources already provide some to the public. For example, tax, financial, and wealth management firms do so in the course of servicing their clients. On the public side, government agencies such as the IRS, Congressional Budget Office, and the Joint Committee on Taxation provide a plethora of information. Much of it is then incorporated by academics, think tanks and news media into clear analyses available to the public. Generally, however, the masses ignore tax education—except when needed to fill out their returns. Even then, however, most avoid the need to learn much by outsourcing the job.200 There are a few exceptions to the rule. Thomas Picketty’s book *Capitalism in the Twenty-First Century* became a bestseller, but few people actually read beyond a few pages.201

Tax education needs a much more concentrated effort than currently exists and one with a different approach. It should be similar in depth, breadth, and resources as exists in the financial literacy area since the 2008 financial crisis. Not all educational projects work, of course, but the financial literacy research
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indicates that properly designed literacy projects can affect knowledge and behavior.\textsuperscript{202} The education must meet adults and children at their level of engagement and interest. The IRS has made a start in the schools with thirty-eight lessons and teachers guides for students.\textsuperscript{203} A resource-challenged agency such as the IRS, however, cannot be expected to be the leader in this field, especially since its primary mission is to collect taxes. The government could create an entity to promote tax literacy similar to the President’s Advisory Council on Financial Capability.\textsuperscript{204} Tax education could have an equivalent to the National Endowment for Financial Education, which provides funding and materials for financial education in the schools. A few states mention tax in their education standards, but comprehensive standards, like seventeen states have for financial literacy, would help.\textsuperscript{205} Although there are a few small-scale efforts aimed at educating the masses, no large for-profit or not-for-profit firms support and provide tax literacy for average people as they do its financial counterpart.\textsuperscript{206}

An effective tax literacy program needs to be well-funded, of course, but it also needs certain other features. It should reach people of all ages—future as well as current taxpayers—in easily accessible and understandable formats and places. One good place for future taxpayers to obtain tax literacy is through a strong presence in school curricula. State tax literacy standards and civic requirements can ensure this presence. The IRS is a good place for current taxpayers to receive information—not just the general information it already distributes, but also some particularized information.\textsuperscript{207} For example, the IRS could include information on the instructions to the W-4 withholding form and/or
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distribute annual statements that connect a person’s personal tax data with explanations of terms and concepts such as marginal tax rate versus average rate. It could even start with a paragraph generally connecting taxation and spending.

Tax literacy must go beyond traditional formats and locations to attract and keep people’s attention. The Federal Reserve has comics about money and banking. The same is needed for tax. Add in games, videos, animated film, and maybe even a TV/internet show. For example, a show called The Audit could be a drama, comedy, mystery, or reality show.

After viewing the Sentinels’ Amateur Fire Brigade in 1935, the Boston Globe proposed “Walt Disney for President” because popular characters such as Mickey Mouse would provide entertaining but meaningless appeal to the public. Yes, it is true that media glitz can replace or blur meaningful information and real debate. But that does not always have to happen. Seven years after the Globe’s editorial, Donald Duck—not Mickey—helped the government explain to the public why they needed to pay taxes, to pay for the war, and some basics about filling out tax returns. Other entertainers, such as Irving Berlin, helped the government explain taxes to the public—most of whom were paying income taxes for the first time. Entertainers like Stephen Colbert and John Oliver show that modern entertainment can be a vehicle for tax literacy, too. Consider Colbert’s segments on PACs or Oliver explaining why the IRS needs a bigger budget. Thousands of people have watched these shows on the internet after their initial broadcasts probably for the laughs but they also learned important information.

A multimedia tax literacy campaign can help break through the rhetoric, misinformation, and apathy that permeate much of what passes for current tax policy debates. Education will not improve tax policy by itself, but it can help. In fact, education is essential to democracy, according to Thomas Jefferson and other founders. Knowledgeable voters will be less easily fooled or distracted by
rhetoric and more likely to demand substantive debates and an orderly process. A tax-literate public will be able to judge tax proposals (and the politicians who support them) on their merits and not on emotionally appealing but vague rhetoric. Politicians should then respond to this taxpayer pressure with more substance and less rhetoric. Fearing voters’ reprisals, politicians might be less likely to engage in behavior such as occurred during the writing of this Article: rushing to vote on a major tax bill that was still missing details and that few had seen until hours before the vote. This is no way to run a democracy. It’s time to launch a national tax literacy campaign.